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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

  

1.1 Background 

Beauty is seen important and part of women’s life since ages ago. It is important 

because beauty can bolster their confidence. If women can achieve that beauty and 

confidence, they will bring benefits to many aspects of life as women has been an object 

for beauty and usually is measured accordingly to their beauty. Thus, women would 

have to keep up to the standard set by society, especially by men where their dominance 

can affect the control they use against women. In the book “The Beauty Myth” (Wolf, 

1991, p.12) said that  

“the quality called “beauty”, objectively and universally exists. Women must want 

to embody it, and men must want to posses women who embody it,...in assigning value 

to women in a vertical hierarchy according to a culturally imposed physical standard, 

it is an expression of power relations in which women must unnaturally compete for 

resources that men have appropriated for themselves.” 

 

There are many ways to depict a beauty, it can be related to an object, environment 

and many more. But beauty may always relate to something we can see using our naked 

eyes.  And beauty always related to physical appearance (Saltzberg & Chrisler, 1995).  

There are many reasons on why women would want to pursue it. They would do 

everything it takes to alter their appearance just so they can be beautiful in the eyes of 

society. This is because people show their concern on how they appear to others, people 

are highly creative in altering their physical appearance (Peoples and Bailey, as quoted 

from Samovar, Porter, McDaniel & Roy, 2013, p.262). From the beginning, people are 
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obsessed about their bodies, they have painted, accessorized, and dressed them, 

distorted the shape of their body or mutilated them in the name of beauty (Samovar, 

Porter, McDaniel & Roy, 2013, p.262). 

Beauty can be varied and depicted differently depending on the various cultures 

around the world. What is seen beauty in one culture, maybe different on another. For 

example, according to traditional Dayak tribes ideology of beauty, women who have 

long ears are seen as beautiful. In western culture back in 1980s, women are seen 

beautiful if they have blonde hair, thin figure, ligh-skinned and so on. However in 

western Africa, women are seen as beautiful if they are full in figure. But along the 

way, these traditional idealized beauty has changed.  

Women can see and learn the standard they want to pursue through media. 

Throughout the history, beauty ideals have been projected through a dominant form of 

communication, but today’s modern media, they present role models that persuade 

people to imitate. Computer technology made it possible to show role models in perfect 

form, unblemished in most natural way (Wykes & Gunter, 2005, p.154). 

Mass media can advertise and promote anything through images and videos, but 

behind that there is a message a mass media trying to deliver. Beauty can be transmitted 

through mass media such as TV and magazine. As according to a journal, media has 

the function of transmitting social value, norm and rules to the society, mass media can 

also be an agent of socialization as they have the ability to bring out the function of 

socialization (Pavel, 2010, p.111) 
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Media plays important role in controlling and shaping people’s self-image as they 

share content what is considered to be beautiful and attractive (Mills, Shannon, & 

Hogue, 2017). There are ways that mass media can disseminate the idealized beauty. 

Firstly mass media, namely TV and Magazine, may use role models, specifically thin 

models as they fit the standard, this may also include product advertisement where it 

leads to a thinking that by using that product, you can be beautiful just as depicted by 

the role model used in that advertisement (Mills, Shannon, & Hogue, 2017, p.148). 

Media content analyses have revealed that media body images in magazines are 

dominated by thin body shapes (Wykes & Gunter, 2005, p.150). In fact, when we 

discuss about body image, it is usually leads to a negative outlook of it (Bell, 2016). 

They are being taught that they should long for to be very thin, and many of that ideals 

are difficult to achieve and can be unhealthy (Pritchard & Cramblitt 2014, p.209 on 

Bell, 2016) 

Beauty has become an ideology that consists in shared ideas that may control on 

how women see themselves and what they do about it. According to Van Dijk (2006), 

ideology can be defined as set of ideas, a belief system. It is socially shared, thus consist 

of social representations of identity of the social group, they organize and control other 

socially shared belief. On the other hand, beauty ideology, is a system that are 

interconnected and both reinforce the idea and ideals being propagated by the elites 

(Casanova, 2018, p.12). For example, in Latin America modern times, they identify 

beauty to being white and wealthy, this is a part of beauty ideology (Casanova, 2018, 
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p.12). As ideology has the ability to control people, beauty too can control women in 

many ways.  

In today’s world however, mass media has changed into a new elevated form. 

The new technology, has even greater power in promoting the idealized beauty as they 

have the ability to broadcast something in just one click to all over the world. According 

to Wolf in the book of  “The Beauty Myth” ,  new technologies could reproduce images 

on how women should look, in fashion plates, tiny-types, daguerreotypes, and 

rotogravures, before the technologies, women are less exposed to these such images 

(Wolf, 1991, p.15). The kind of elevated form of mass media is also known as the “New 

Media”. As being used in this research, new media is a form of communication that is 

digital, computing, and interactive and promote two way communication as opposed 

to traditional media (University of Toronto, n.d).  

         According to a journal called “Social Media and Female Body Image” by 

Kathryn Bell (2016), although mass media has broadcasted those beauty ideals, new 

media in the form of social media, can fortified furthermore the ideals as they are 

connected to most outlets of mass media. 

According to a journal “Beauty, Body Image and the Media” (2017), Social 

media is used by people to socialized to wider audiences through messaging-app, 

photos and videos. However, this research focus on one of the most popular social 

media known as the Instagram. Instagram is a popular photo-sharing application, its 

feature allows people to connect by sharing photos and videos to their followers. 
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Instagram, has 600 million users, half of them use it daily, with 35% users that open it 

several times a day. Instagram also allow people to comment on people’s photos. That 

being said, new media change the perception of beauty as people see beauty as 

somewhat to how other people see them and their comment about how they look like 

(Mills et al., 2017, p.151).  

In traditional era, people would argue that the beauty depicted by media 

companies like TV and magazines are unrealistic as they may use photo-shop or 

manipulate the image shared in public so it is seen as beautiful in society.  Different 

than mass media, new media allows people to produce their own content, meaning 

anyone can upload their images that has been altered, physical appearance-wise.  New 

media allow us to connect not only with their friends but with public figures, different 

from traditional media, that the audience may already know they can edit and photo-

shopped the role model, social media such as Instagram is used by real life peers, where 

it may dissuade people into analysis critically these images they see there, But in 

reality, it is all the same, users still want to just share their ideal selves and may also 

use editing applications in making their photos look better. People may take so many 

pictures of themselves, and only post the ones they look and feel good in. It seems that 

it does not depict body dissatisfaction, however the long-term used of social media like 

Instagram by seeing other people’s photos, seeing the comments on other people’s 

appearance (Mills et al., 2017, p.152). 

In here, we can see that new media has a great power in women’s life. The 

ideology of beauty is shared and embedded by women through new media, that may 
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have negative impact as they become ambitious to alter themselves to achieve the 

beauty set by the new media that is merely true.  Therefore this research will focus on 

how beauty ideals is being countered through new media, particularly Instagram. 

 

1.2  Problem Identification 

Social media often portray the perfect body image seen in models and celebrities 

which include having thin figure. In modern era, people are prone to be exposed to 

these kind of images. One of the reason is that nowadays people want to share 

everything to public through mass media (Abercrombie & Longhurst, 1998).  

Beauty shared by new media can be manipulative, meaning it may be edited 

and photo-shopped beforehand in order to deliver the perfect image to the audience. 

This may control and make people come to a belief that anyone can be beautiful just 

like what the media depicted.  The power the media has, lead into a hegemonic idea in 

audiences. Thus, we know that media is a dominant class in society, audiences like us 

are just someone being exploited, especially in this term regarding beauty, women then 

are being exploited. Relating to this research about beauty, as hegemonic practice 

position of which is superior or inferior accordingly to their cultural ideology, concept 

beauty is one of example of cultural institution hence beauty standard is hegemonic, as 

it is based by dominant ideology. (Trisnawati, n.d.). For example, taken from the Toni 

Morrison’s novel “The Bluest Eye”, beauty here depicted by cultural ideology of 

Americans, where it adopts white beauty standard as being light skinned, slimmer 
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body, blue eyes, blonde, and many more. Thus, the subject is a hegemony practice to 

bring about the standard of beauty in United States (Trisnawati, 2008). 

Hegemony can be defined as the influence, power and domination of one group 

over the other, meaning there is an imbalance of power, this notion is based on the idea 

of false conciousness of Marx, whereby individuals are not aware they are being 

exploited. However people would still support the dominant ideology of a culture as 

they may get consent from society such as reward like freedoms, material goods and 

many more ( West & Turner, 2014, p.444). Gramsci focuses more on not how the 

rulling class manipulate the media but it is because the class from most of journalists 

and editors are drawn from. It is where they lie in societal class. (Barnard, 2013, p.272). 

 In media, however, media depicted beauty focusing more on body shapes as it 

relates to one’s appearance that women pay attention the most. Body shapes here 

include being thin, slim and tall figure. Women pay attention to it the most as media 

mostly used women as role model as a content to be shared to society in advertising 

and promoting something. Feminist scholars outlines that the body operates as a site of 

control and exercise of power, they tend to discuss beauty standards, norms, practices 

through the lens of patriarchal oppression (Klein, 201, p.6). Sara Mills, focus her 

research on how women being depicted and marginalized in media. ( Darma, 2014, 

p.154).  

As women are exposed to these types of body image, they would become 

obsessed in pursuing the body shape of the role models used by media, including being 
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as thin as the role models. Becoming thin is a goal and dream set by woman in order to 

become beautiful. They would do everything it takes to be thin and have a slim figure. 

Wolf (1991) state that the standard of  “thinness” may lead women to practice 

unhealthy diets leading to eating disorders that may cause them to be too hungry and 

weak to function on more important areas in life. 

There are many evidences that may affect women to pursue the “thinness”. 

According to studies, media has really negative impacts to the society especially to 

women. Study conducted by Tiggemann and Slater on Australian preadolescent and 

adolescent found that female social media user specifically Facebook, has more 

concern in appearance and their dieting behavior. Pritchard & Cramblitt 2014 & 

Yamamiya et al. 2005 conducted a study that in United States, about 15 percent of 

models are underweight and 95% of actresses are thinner than the average of women ( 

Bell, 2016, p.8). According to Klein, women are more prone to the exposure of 

“thinspiration” images as 74% of them participate in social networking sites. In recent 

study, 53% of girls are not happy about their body by the age of thirteen, and increase 

to 78% to the age of eighteen and over. Research conducted by Meier & Gray (2014) 

in United States on female high school students who use facebook are more prone to 

self-objectification and compare themselves about their appearance.  

Thus, as what the evidence state, how media published about beauty can affect 

women negatively. Hence, attention raised regarding the pressure women face in 

physical attractiveness (Henderson-King & Henderson-King, 1997, p.399). It is argued 

that media, especially in fashion and advertising industry, expose images of the 
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unattainable ideals that may pressure women on their appearance satisfaction 

(Henderson-King & Henderson-King, 1997, p.399). As quoted from the novel “ The 

Beauty Myth” by Naomi Wolf (1991, p.187) “Cultural fixation on female thinness is 

not an obsession about female beauty but obsession on female obedience,... female fat 

is some kind of the public subject, as if their body is not their own, but society’s, and 

thinness is not a private aesthetic”. 

In order to understand, first we must take a look on what media they use to get the 

idealized beauty. Modern times force people to use new form of communication. Social 

media is one of the common type of new media that people use. By the name, social 

media is used to socialize with people. There are forms of how social media can be 

used according to Wood. (1) Social media is also key for social comparison. According 

to Wood, as we see other’s updates then compare our accomplishment or activity to 

theirs. (2) Social media is also platforms for skilled facework. Social media allow us 

to have more time to plan and sculpt your self-presentation. In other words, people may 

choose what they want to present in their social media regardless if it is true or not. We 

may edit our pictures even our body image the way we want it (Wood, 2016, p.62). 

Thus, Wood argues that online communication can be used for manipulation and 

misrepresentation. Though it may occur in face to face interaction, in online 

communication we have more time to plan strategically (Wood, 2016, p.62). 

Relating to this research, the group that dominates is those who has the power 

in social networking sites are either the modelling or fashion industry, public figures 

and models. They may have the body that may set the standard of beauty in terms of 
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body image in society. The idealized body includes being thin or slim, light skin, and 

tall-figure. Women, would want to imitate and achieve the body that seems valuable in 

the eye of society. There must be reason why women would want to imitate the role 

models used in social media. As quoted from Bandura (1997), an external incentives 

can motivate imitative behavior if the anticipated that valued rewards will follow. 

Individuals may observe what reward that accrue to others because of certain physical 

appearance such as having thin body, then they will wish to copy what these media 

represent (Wykes & Gunter, 2005, p.148). As a human being it is natural that our 

consciousness is largely arise from the generally accepted perception of things in 

society (Barnard, Burgess & Kirby, 2004, p.44). 

Risk may inherent in exposure of body images in social media. As women would 

do anything to make themselves thin like the media depicted, they would do strict diet 

to become thin, including eating below normal calorie intake a women should eat in a 

day. According to Wood, women’s effort includes, toxic diet that may lead to eating 

disorders or cosmetic surgery. In the past decade, the number of people having eating 

disorder has rose and cosmetic surgery is the fastest-growing medical specialty ( Wood, 

2002, p.10) 

This research only focuses on women, as women are more exposed in and to the 

media. Women use social media more frequent than men, and that in media, women 

are being used as role models more than men. Women are most likely to use social 

media as a platform to discuss issue of pressure to be skinny, to drink or not, or to have 
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sex or not, and dress particular ways (Wood, 2016, p.61). Thus, women are more prone 

to the risks and might or have imitate the body ideals seen in women on social media. 

As they are trying to achieve the idealized beauty, if they have not achieved the 

thinness they are trying to achieve, they may manipulate by editing their own images 

of their own physical appearance including body shape and face figure and its features. 

According to Tiidenberg&Cruz (2015) states that women have control over selfies (a 

photo of themselves) as they can manipulate their body in looking thinner, causing 

them to fit the ideal beauty standard, even when their body is not like that in real life, 

but as long as they fit, they will feel they belong to the community (Bell, 2016). 

But, according to new era, not all women are passive in accepting the idealized 

beauty. They may get tired in self-harming themselves in order to achieve that thinness. 

There has been a debate that women are not generally passive into accepting these 

ideology the media made regarding beauty standards. As quoted from Sara Mills’ book 

“Discourse”, feminist work nowadays sees women not just the subject being the victim 

(Foucault, Mills, Mills, & Studies, 1997, p.89). 

   Social networking sites have responded to this matter to tackle the beauty 

standards that may risk women. For example, Instagram has banned the hashtag 

#thinspiration (Mills et al., 2017). Recently, in South Korea, Twitter is filled with the 

hashtag #EscapetheCorset as a part of movement to counter beauty standards that 

pressure them, this includes them upload picture chopping their hair off and smashing 

their makeup.  
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Figure 1.1 Hashtag created by South Koreans to counter the beauty standard 

source: twitter.com/hashtag/escapethecorset 

This research focus on using one of the social media platform known as the 

Instagram, particularly through the account of Iskra Lawrence. Iskra Lawrence is a 

model from Britain, with her curvaceous figure, she tries to bring counter messages 

about body ideals in media through her posts in Instagram. She fights the patriarchal 

norm regarding beauty ideals. Can be seen through the figure below, Iskra, is a model 

back then, with a thin body that the media industry forced her to be, but she struggled 

with body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) and eating disorder. Hence, she tried to engage 

with her audience through her caption on Instagram posts. 
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Figure 1.2 Comparison picture of Iskra Lawrence being retouched by media industry (left) 

and natural or unretouched (right)  

Source: Google.com 

         Researcher sees the Instagram account of Iskra Lawrence as a form of 

countering hegemonic beauty ideals presented by the media, particularly new media. 

Sara Mills approach on Critical Discourse Analysis sees text such as images, photos, 

news particularly on how women being represented in it. It identifies both subject and 

object position as well as reader’s position used in text ( Eriyanto, 2001, p.199).  

Researcher will identify and analyse by texts in form of images on Instagram 

of Iskra Lawrence. Two methods will be used to analyze the text, one is by identiying 

caption of image uploaded by Iskra that suits the topic of this research which include 

about media and beauty standard particularly on body shapes. Second, is by 

overlooking the reader’s position presented in text, on how the story teller positioned 

the readers (in the caption of the post) and how the readers position themselves through 

their comments on the post being researched on. Eriyanto (2001) state in this method, 

the text presented as an indirect address on audience. The storyteller will use text and 

language as a strategy to positioned the readers, to pick sides. It will indirectly address 
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on which position the reader is in through that text, this is called as mediation. Second, 

an ethical code is also by using cultural norms or code in presenting text, for example 

by using “ as we all know together” or “as a matter of fact” it can lead to readers to 

position themselves to the norm that are considered as correct in the reader’s eye 

(Eriyanto, 2001, p.208). However, researcher will only overlook the majority 

comments left on the post being researched on just to know how the readers positioned 

themselves through the post of Iskra. Researcher also finds that Instagram of Iskra 

Lawrence as a part of feminism movement in countering patriarchal norm against 

beauty standard hence the method used by Sara Mills would be suitable in this research. 

  

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

Based on the research background and problem identification, therefore the questions 

being raised includes: 

1. How does plus-size female model Iskra Lawrence portray body image through her 

Instagram account? 

1.4  Purposes of Study 

Based on the statement above, researcher aims to: 

1. To analyse how body image being portrayed through text in form of images and 

captions on Instagram of Iskra Lawrence 

2. To study how social media can be a powerful tool in spreading message about 

body image and beauty ideals. 
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1.5 Significance of Study 

1. Researcher hope to add knowledge and references for other academicians who 

wish to research similar topics, especially in analysing new media and ideology 

particularly regarding beauty ideals and body image 

2. To let people know the importance of social media in shaping their personal 

identity, in particular body image.  

3. To contribute in the implemantation of strategies by other public figures or 

other people that wishes to spread positive messages about body image in new 

media. 

4. To raise awareness about to use social media wisely. 

4.6 Organization of the Study  

This research consists of: 

CHAPTER I: Introduction 

In chapter one, researcher will discuss about the background of the problem as 

well as explaining why the researche decide to choose this topic. Furthermore, 

Identification of Problem, Statement of the Problem, Purposes of Study and 

Significance of Study will also be explained. 

CHAPTER II: Research Object 

Chapter two will discuss the research object in detail. Based on the title of the 

research, this object will be on the Instagram of Iskra Lawrence Instagram. 

Researcher will also explain the background and history of Iskra Lawrence.  

CHAPTER III: Literature Review 
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Chapter three will consist of concepts and theory that will support the argument 

of this topic and as a basis explanation in answering research question mentioned 

in chapter one. Including communication, mass communication, mass media, new 

media, social media, instagram, feminism, body image in social media, critical 

discourse analysis, sara mills approach on criticial discourse analysis. 

CHAPTER IV: Research Method 

Chapter four will explain the methodology used in conducting this research. 

This research is based on qualitative explorative research. Futhermore, this chapter 

will also explain about data collection method, data analysis, unit analysis used in 

this research as well as contraints of this research. 

CHAPTER V: Research Findings and Discussion 

Chapter five will consist of the result of the research based on the data collected 

and literature review used. This chapter will explain about the finding to answer 

the research question in detail. 

CHAPTER VI: Conclusion and Suggestion 

In the last chapter, researcher will give overall review of the reseach. This 

chapter will also conclude the research result. Researcher will also give suggestion 

for further study improvement. 

 

 

 


